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Iranis Agree on Hostage Release,
Provided U.S. Meets Conditions
Moslems who seized the U.S. guarantee the security and free
Embassy in Tehran in a dramatic transfer of confiscated Iranian
property, and ensure that no U.S.
Iran's Parliament voted Sunday takeover a year ago Tuesday.
to free the 52 American hostagesAn unofficial text of the Iranian citizen or resident make further
claims on Iranian assets.
possibly in stages - if the United Parliament decision said in part:
-The U.S.government · must
States meets four conditions set by
"The Iranian government shall cancel all legal and financial claims
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
President Carter called the move release all the 52 U.S. criminals in against Iran. It must itself pay
"positiveH and said the ad- return for the fulfillment of these dl!mages or expenses if legal action
ministration is pursuing it through (Khomeini's) conditions by the is brought against Iran or any
U.S. government. Should some of Iranian citizen as a result of the
diplomatic channels.
these conditions require more time, seizure of the U.s. embassy.
In Tehran, Pars News Agency however, then once all the con-The United States must
reported the Moslem students ditions are accepted by the U.S. recognize Iran's claim to the wealth
holding the occupied U.S. Embassy government, a number of criminals of the late shah and his immediate
will meet Khomeini at the Jamaran shall be released with the approval family, and make arrangements for
mosque' Monday to receive his of the Islamic government."
its return to Iran.
instructions on the hostage
While the U.S. government can
Former Iranian foreign minister
question.
speedily indicate "acceptance" of
While labeling the Parliament the conditions, their "fulfillment" Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said he hoped
the hostages would all be home
action's a "postitive basis" in the in some cases could take time.
crisis, Carter in a special broadcast
Muskie said earlier that the four within 10 days.
In the Majlis the vote was
Sunday night said Washington will conditions could provide the basis
take no action that does not for working out an agreement.
"overwhelmingly"
for
the
recommendation, the official Pars
preserve "our national honor and
national integrity."
The conditions endorsed by news agency said.
Secretary of State Edmund parliament were!
In Wiesbaden, West Germany, a
Muskie said no decision will be
-The United States must
made ••until we understand the fine promise to refrain from all direct special wing of a U.S. Air Force
print" of Parliament's demands to and indirect interference in Iranian hospital has been readied for the
hostages.
Doctors
and
end the crisis, now in its 365th day.
affairs.
The next move, Iran said, is up to
-The U.S. government must psychologists are standing by, and a
the United States. It appeared that rescind Carter's order of Nov. 14 bank of telephones has been
all factions were in general freezing Iranian assets in American hooked ·tip to let the hostages call
agreement,
including
militant banks at hortte and abroad. It must home.
United Press International

I
I

Carter Breaks Campaign
To Study Respons~ to Iran
before Election Day or after,
they will find the American
President Carter broke oft' people united if the return is
campaign travel and flew back .made "on a basis that preserves
to the White House Sunday to <iUr national honor and national
deal with Iran's conditions for integrity ... worthy of the
release of the hostages, while suffering and sacrifice which the
Ronald Reagan assessed the hostages have endured."
development's impact on the
Both Reagan and independent
election just two days away.
candidate John Anderson
Awakened before dawn at his acknowledged the importance of
hotel in Chicago, the president freeing the 52 Americans from
interrupted his last big campaign their imprisonment- which will
blitz to meet with top advisers in have its first anniversary on
Washington for a "deliberate Election Day.
and careful'' study of the
"We all want them home,"
communications from Tehran.
said Reagan in Columbus, Ohio.
Carter went on national ''This is too sensitive to make
television and radio briefly any comment at all, and I won't
Sunday night to say he knows be making any comment about
that all Americans - especiaJly it.'' He said he would keep to his
the families of the hostages pre-arranged campaign schedule
want an early return of the 52 Sunday, including stops in West
Americans.
Virginia, Ohio and Illinois.
With reference to the election
Anderson, on the West Coast,
Tuesday, Carter assured the said: iiJ personally believe the
American people his decisions return of the 52 American
uwill not be affected by the hostages is so important that any
calendar.'··
political effects it might have on
"f wish I could predict when the campaign are certainly
the hostages will be released, but wholly secondary.''
I cannot,'' he said. He added
But he reiterated his twothat whether the hostages return
continued on page 9
United Press International
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TV Watcher's Election Guide
WASHINGTOK - Earl:. tn {he
e; entng, the ne111 orkl ;;JU begm
rr,,je.;:ing "inners. These are
rreut.:tions based on returns from
'<~mrle precin.:ts. The pr->je.;::,,ns
ha; e a fairl; gc'od re.;orJ, to:n i:eer
:r: mmd the; are not :he a;:ual

7
''

take·illl ~onte~t for electoral votes,
ar,J the magi.: number is TO
ele;:,-,ra1 t, otes. So one \~ins

A:.:!::·teE-l!"l \\"a~h)ngton ..

pi\ oral state in thts ele-ction.
lf President Caner "ins both of
them tboth are rated as tossupsl, his
,;!Jan:es for a se:ond term should be
good. If Carter <md Ronald Reagan
srlit them, "e'1e go: a real race. If
Reagan ~arrie'5 tooth s1at~s, he may
\\ell b~ ~he ,,,;_r:ner.
-If !>Hssi;si;-pi and Alabama are
.;an;ej by the presiden~. h-e may
ha·.. e 5e:.:ureJ his southern power
t-ax-. 1Car:er lost ontr Y.irginia in
:he S.o:1~h ~n 19.. 6~)
-By 8 ;-.m. !liST, the big
Ca:!:~gr~"Jnd s:at-es of the heartland
- Oh:o. Illinois, !>1ichig.an, (21),
lnd~ana
1131, Missouri (12),
Wt;.:.:>n>:n t 11 l <md Minnesota (10)
shou~d be re~·oning and se'r·eral
ma) be de.:1de·d.
-The .:vun:ing after 8 p.m. MST
should ha; e moved into the plains
sta:es,
generally regarded as
Reagan ..:ountry. But there is a
.;ru.:ial los.sup state in this area:
Texas, ,; hose 26 votes equals an)'
olher three sta:es ben; een it and

ISLA!>IABAD,. Pakistan - A
Pakistani newspaper reponed
Saturday that So;iet forces in
southwest
Afghanistan are
mo; ing :award the borders of
Pakistan and Ir<m in a pre.,inter
offensive against rebel Aghan
guerri:las.
The ne;~ spaper, the Englishlanguage !>luslim, quoted
unldemil1ed "imes.s..."S for the
report. It was the se.:ond report
this \1 eek of a major Smiet
.::ampaign against the guerrillas
before the harsh Afghan winter
sets in.
The newspaper said the
Soviets are aware that hit-andrun guerrilla warfare becomes
more effective during the 11inter.
The "itnes.ses said the cold
weaiher would create diificulties
for Afghan gm·ernmem troops
stationed at installations such .as
power and tele-.::ommunlcation
stations. air bases and border

:.:..:&

Ca!!fomia~

p.os-:s.

If the big states ha; e been
splitting, it 'ery ''ell .;ou!d be one
a: ~he smaUer one5 in the Far \Vest
~::z~ dete::nine'S v. ho '"ins.

EarEer thls ;; eek, Afghan
sour.:es said the So1~ets had
laun~he<l an oiiemile :n eastern

\\.Hh\."~t:t !~.

-F:or:da, ''hich begin> dosing
::< p0i:s at 5 r.m. !liST. may be one
0:~ ~he fir5! ~ru.:ia1 sta~es. to t"aiL
Penr.s~ t!taT.!J. t2 .. ""Jtesl ~!0ses at 6
r.rr: \fST a.nj ~t figures to b,; a

atergate Reaches ~-\spen
:.1::j:::..1~h

.ia::::g b.:..:k

!V ~he

skj

A5PES. Co]v. Pohtt.:~
;-;J;.ks:er D:.:~ Tr:.:.:\\ pia) ~:d a

:;;_;,;: ~0w:·~·-; v::¢r.s as a naning

;o~:':~..':r:ed

:0·-,l>!:. ~;;;a.

set of '\\-a~c!'gai-e :.a~.es a:
:~.e r.:Hun~ Ho:e1 Je:-0me 'bar
:-: .. ::.i~J. fu.;~. r~ti:i.:.J.~ e.:!~t.:--r 0f
:~; ~a:ivna~ Ldm~-vo:;

n:agaz!r.e,
.. ;.l •.:! !:e \1t3S pcia~ t~g !he !apes. :c~~:·:, .a rubng ~;. \lfa:e:ga:e Judge
.L."~.::

S:;;.:.a.
··\{). Sur:Ja~ sen::~:a: :S 5\;' S:~.;a.
~ij~:·. 1.::~\\ ..:. p-..1~~ \t.a-s te:j a.r.d •jl.e
..::..! ::~~:;;·~ !~ :::.e:n. ·· 5.a:.i T:;.:k
T~.e :ap.;·!:.."":.::~;:;
P:e'~:de:-.:

R·.::--..1~..!.

~.:,.:-:-:

:e:::::g .a;_je H_R

-r-t:.. ..:e:::a~ !?".e :.:,.. :

~:ea~~:~ a:·::"";~

T::.:k~

'1"a!e:Ing h0!e fL'r sui:h as
H::J.r::e: Thompson.

;"~::e:

a::d a.::..:-: J a.:k S:.:ho!son.
T:.:.:~. ,,1, ~~ r:ayed his set of the
!ape~ ~0: ~.::e ;::~

on

O~.;t. ~l

has

re!"::.:se~ :~ ~:s.-::~se !':.o~
.:0r:e~ 0!. ::.e )..1;:-~. He
.;,.:'lr:e-~

he cbtaine-.d
.. .
-$a!d.seYeral
.
~=
:::e 0:~g~:1a. e::ust, m~

~:~.::::i= '~' S:::~a ~:ad made·. The

.:::::

.3.~::-.:::::..:j

~.:.::.::::::

£-ce: a:e· at the

\Va!e-rg.a:e in
:; !t::..se::.se·. he
5-~,: Hi~~~ ;r.:-::~~:.a:o SiJ ·~" ha! be~ter
;: _.:.;-e :.:" ;:-:.:.1 ::::: :.a;re-; :!':~'1 m t!';e
··r:.:~

Afghan Offensive Starts

a:-.~:.::

a.:J..:e~:; :e::::.~

p:::::.:L a~:::.:~;:::::e ~=a

t ••.

::a:

H

Paktia Province, which borders
Pakistan. The idea was to cut
rebel supply lines and curtail
their operations, the .1ources
said.
As part of the offensive, the
Smiet-installed Kabul gover·
nment likely will try to prevent
Afghan refugees from crossing
into Pakistan and Iran, the latest
report said.
But the effectiveness of such
measures is questionable, since
the borders run through miles of
rough and wild country.
The correspondent who wrote
The Muslim report visited the
tribal area in Pakistan that
adjoins Paktia Province- scene
of an attack on Afghan refugees
by six helicopter gunships last
week.
Refugees said they believed
the attack was intended to
harass tribal people who have
been supporting the rebels.
An Afghan minister and two
companions reportedly were
assassinated in Paktia Province
last month.

Hester Eastham Needs
Your Endorsement At the Polls
-November 4thl
The Albuquerque Tribune
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper
WILLIAM TANNE~, Editor

ese va ua le coupons
Ham, Pepperoni, Genoa, Cooked Salami,
Pro1.olone, Monarella, Medium Drink,
Super Fries or Salad (regular size on I~)

50¢ .

717 Silver Ave. SW

HOT SUB

Las Vegas Style
Breakfast special

''"Give Lighr And 1M People Will Find TMir Own Way

Meatball Sub

2 S<tambled eggs. hash bw""

'

With Sauce & Mozzarella Cheese

r;.:•!aloe~ .

toast & jell'. loHee
or hot tea. fresh !ruit

off 14ith coupon,
Good anytime through NOiiember 9, 1980.

Good

I

Eastham for House

/:

50¢
an~1ime

off 14ith coupon.
through NO'. ember 9, 1980

l

The Tribune today begins its and should continue striving
endorsements of candidates for public service.
for various offices that will be
The exception to that apon the Nov. 4 election ballot.
proach, among today's crop of
candidates, is· Hester Eastham.
We list nine of the 18 con- Ms. Eastham, a native of this
tested state House of Repre- city and a graduate of Albusentatives races and our querque High School, Stanford
choices today. TomQrrow we University and Harvard Unifinish up the remaining nine versity, has impressed us with
her desire to serve in the LegHouse selections.
islature and her knowledge of
We feel there is no reason to the needs of the educational
go against an incumbent candi- system of Albuquerque.
Ms. Eastham would be a
date who has performed well,
good
choice for voters in
even though many of the chalHouse
District 11.
·
lengers are dedicated people

f.i

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

!'

Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

S179

with coupon
Reg. 52.11
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW
expires 11110/80

TELEPHONE 842·2371

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

House District 11
Hester Eastham
Hester Eastham, a Republican, is
keenly aware of the needs and prob·
lems in House District 11. She is an
Albuquerque native and has lived in
the district for many years.
She would push for immediate up·
grading of the New Mexico public
school system, and for top status
among state universities for the University of New Mexico and its professional schools. She also feels the Albuquerque public schools must work
harder in teaching the basics. We
agree.

,.....ditorials
L\Y, ........,lf».... ILP•. I'ICUIU.-It»IIM)

----------------~

(C.11111...aNLA!IIG, ......... ,..1171)

T.IL lANG, PllbiiJher
Aa ,_,_,.,, Ne,.,.per
......

t

'Ais.-11.:::'.="-::.g";.;~~

GenW J. Crnford, Editor

Robert A. BrnD, SHior Editor

A-4

--Muloo

Wednesday, October 22, 1980

Eastham in District 11
The Journal recommends the election of Mrs.
Hester Eastham, Republican to the post of state
representative in House District 11.
The Journal's recommendation is predicated not
on any n~gative qualities of the Democratic incumbent, Felix Nunez, but on the preponderance of plus·
es on Mrs. Eastham's side of the ledger. SJle is a
mother, a scholar and a never-say-die crusader for
des·erving causes. Among her successes are a new
Albuquerque. city charter establishing the present
mayor-councll form of government and a change in
Republi~n party rules requir~g proportional representatlon among New MeXIco delegates to the
party's national convention.

Free 1 /2 dozen
frozen bagels
with this coupon
one per customer
Valid November 3, 1980 only
Good while supply lasts

".IT'S TIME UNM HAD A REPRESENTATIVE IN THE LEGISLATURE."
Paid for by Eastham District II Committee- Dr. H.J. Murrell. Treas.
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Letters

Editorial

Open Mouth vs. Open Ears
7Yr:rr: r:J"F: tb'; t-ta rs '.0 ~G'".-j:~-~::t a campa~gn - -Nt".,..
~pt:Jr ea~s ' j ' -11, ~r a~, ~per- rr;-outh. Both types o•
..-..8,...-~a ~jPS ra~·-B CBB~ -je~vrstrated . r. the race f?~

D;stcct seat. preser..t y

•.,::1, r'..,r;;x~-:.-:,·s 16t~ Ser·a!-:,~~a

'"·~11 t';(

~a;

St ,e."'er

.i':orr

. . . r.. B~

~ ..t~rr;rto!'d

..,.r:;_,.,.

r-·0~J!!""·

.prv·:rljed a cfass:c examp:e of the
~is c;ampa_~gn

s·:,.ate·gl. cas·;l'"':g

se~ ..

on

-;,,at- r,..r~ S~ ard s<:are !a~i~s but X!}ing tiOthmg
s ,~;..~ar.t-';,3 '. lie are re,.-;rded of a ccr.gress:ona!
":.-3...,..Pa.gn .3 fFJII'l~ars aao 10 -Nh!Gh the 1 GCumbent ·'f'IBS
rj~lr::~tF::Ij t~cause ne admitteO t~ being neter.csexual
il"'l ~a1
-:hi:drer to prove :t and his w:fe was a
•~"' ~p·ar:, t-;a 1i.r:g part;c~pato/.J ir GVffi0"LJr.jty theatre for
s.~;· 1 r:r~~ \fears
SY·~j:jBr -I!0'-.1-id rave l'.;s b'3 :e ;e that Rutrerfor~ :s
''/".... r-:9 ~-~13~: f /;!'J0NS tj __.~.t of t~e:-r '1c.rr.es. Xeep·ng

OOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Editor:

•es•derttial treatment programs for 1'\l'-eniie
ce :n!:ruents. More than anyone else, he is responsible
f.::;r preventing "reform" of the juvenile cod~: that
trou!d put New Mexico in the dark ages of juvenile
peno:cgy.
When Debby Toth, Horan's cha!lenger, began her
campaign we anricipated a race with !'NO good
choices. As the weeks have passed. hovrever. she has
adopted rr:ucn of tl;e rhetoric that has typified so
many Republ'can campaigns, so we wiB stay with
Ho:l'arL

I have seen several ads now by political contenders
to office in our state government which disturb me. I
notice that they are a bit misleading, and since they
are directed at the students of UNM I want to share
with you what I see as a stretching of the truth.
Several of our incumbents like Judy Pratt and Felix
Nunez are being accused of supporting and voting for
increases in our tuition. This is really stretching it.
I am afraid this is just a play on your supposed
ignorance of the political system. The fact is that Judy
Pratt and Felix Nunez were two of our strongest
supporters during the last legislative session. They
were even the sponsors of our bills.
However once the battle is over a final bill must be
voted on, which includes a total of line items some of

ttc'""'

District A Horney: Robinson and Schiff

a!e- so

The •ace for district at1omey is perhaps the most
nteresting in the state this year, because there are two
q;a'ii!;e-J and capab:e candidates. The records of both
'ra Robinson. the Democrat'c incumbent, and Steven
S::r!f. t,.,e Repubiican challenger, are impressive.

~.~: ~-J:j-t t r,..._J-~rag~"J\JS !r·a! ~e r:afes Ro"'a·.
;:.-.-:~"~::,. ~".. ;/.'1. ·Yr: a~ r:~e'.'·g~nt, r~S$0.-:t~=yJ. 8:'!C'J,~ent

tr.e ,fT'latter of p:ea oarga·'n:ng-. Rot:nson claims to have
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to see tre
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"ong~

he -J?tes on. He takes

~ , '': ;:; ·,, ~ ~- • ;,; S'J'''"''s:y. ard does not make hasty
~=·- "! "..;:.,. ;:-ss ~-:..~.::s n 1";-~Jt~headBd react:on to events. A
·;::-: .,,~-::" ',' ~" s .nas House Bi': 49, the property
;~~ .. .:.-; .. : · ~r- : ,
,...~,c.dut;ed iast ·tear. As firs! in~
.... : "'! ... :-:"'!
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for Senate District 16
::;r:,;:a ~se ~,r:,; c-:~;..::d c•te a score of examples like that of
HB 49. Rutherford is one of the most conscientious
ieg;s!ators we have.

House District 22: Horan and Toth
For House District 22 we endorse incumbent Frank
Horan. Horan has earned due credit for implementing

Editor:

75 percP.nt. but Sa·iff argues tba: just as much p;ea
r.ar3a'"'ng occum r.o·N as before, but under a different
g;,ss Both men are probab~y correct, at ieast in part,
oeca:Jse there are so rr>any ways that a given case may
Gr; nandted.
Tt~o programs tip the s::a'es in Rob:nson·s favor.
though. The a:cohoi:sm treatment program is ex·
cene..,t, and Robmscn has wo•ked hard or. victim
ass stance progra!T'S, 'r.::iuding deveioplf'g 1egis7ation

t;

t'J O~"C~~;-~de corr"pensatc~'i for victims of crimes -.vhich
~e p·ars to present to the next fegis!ature.
0:.• e.,oorsemen~ o• Ira Robinson for district at·
~c·~ev ;s to enab·e h·m to continue the good work he

)">as eeg.:..-~.

Supreme Court: Felter and Riordan
Trere s one race for office in New Mexico which
s~o.;;'d not be made at all - for supreme court justice.
'Aost states have a)ready made the change to a merit
system, and New Mexico should, too. Until then, we
shall have to live with the present partisan election
process.
But we do not have to approve of it, even for the
time being, as William Riordan does.
Edwin Felter is a strong advocate of implementing a
merit system in New Mexico. That stand, in addition
to his experience and record on the state supreme
court, have earned him our endorsement for his
candidacy.

Letters

Reader Says Citizens' Party
Ready To Budget for Energy
Editor:
Three articles in the Oct. 13 DBily Lobo caught my eye, because I saw
them as being interrelated: "DOE Favors Big Business," "Government
Sides With Big Oil" and "Citizens Party Hopeful Decries Old Remedies."
All the political candidates talk about their support for energy con·
servation, and renewable resources. But the bottom line is: how much $
are they willing to budget for these items? As indicated by the past per·
formance of both major parties, the answer is "not much."
For example, the 1980 Department of Energy budget request by Carter
sought almost 60 percent for nuclear and nuclear-related items. The
requested percentage of money to be spent on solar and biomass con·
version was only'7 percent. Spending for hydroelectric was cut 38 percent,
and conservation cut 17 percent.
As your articles pointed out, even the money budgeted for solar went
basically 187 percent) to big companies, who are not the innovators in the
field, by and large.
The Citizens' Party of New Mexico, in its platform, has put forward a
comprehensive energy plan, designed to convert our economy from nonrenewable resource dependence to renewable resource independence. A
vote for the Presidential ticket of Dr. Barry Commoner and La Donna Harris
is a vote against continued domination of our government and industry by
the powers that have choked off innovation in the energy field and many
other fields when it was not in the interest of their profit margin.
Len Perlman
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which you were unable to change but some that you
were. This is the bill Ms. Pratt and Mr. Nunez voted
yes on as did all but about 2 people. If this bill does not
pass, no money is appropriated to education period .
By now if you have not succeeded in changing the
figures its wait till next year time.
In writing this I am not campaigning for anyone I
just felt a responsibility to you the students in giving
you the rest of the story.
For your information, Judy Pratt, Felix Nunez, and
Tom Rutherford were three of our greatest supporters
and I thank them. There are few legislatures willing to
support a traditionally non voting entity,
Mario Ortiz
President, ASUNM

Reader Points Out Poll Problem
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Ortiz Says Truth Stretched

The recent presidential debates were the standard
pap we have come to expect from the candidates of
the two major parties, but there was one surprise. 1
have followed with disgust the CBS poll which pur·
ported to survey viewer opinion as to which candidate
won the carefully orchestrated press conference.
Many people watched the debates, as was evidenced
by the response to the poll- over 700,000 voted. The
results were widely publicized, and some reports,
including the article in the Lobo Oct. 30, even went so
far as to present the poll as having scientific validity.
On the CBS national late &dition news of Oct. 29, it
was explained that the "technology" of AT&T, which
conducted the poll, was "overwhelmed" in some
areas, and consequently some Carter callers got only

busy signals. The fact that Reagan callers had no such
trouble was explained as being because his support
comes from rural areas.
Studies have shown that polls can influence voter
opinion, and far fewer people heard the CBS
disclaimer than the original result. Those who believe
AT&Ts explanation overlook its stake in the election's
outcome. (They probably also believe there was a gas
shortage in 1974.1
I hope that the Lobo, in keeping with its standards
of good journalism, will follow up on this matter. It is
important that your readers know that the results you
published were not only unscientific, but p~obably
rigged.

Recently, there has been a. pattern of attacks by certain reac·
tionary Republican candidates against progressive Democratic
candidates. These attacks have totally distorted the issues and have
taken things out of context. One example of this is a statement by
the Republican candidate for District 18, Ernie Leger. In a leaflet of
his, he accused incumbent State Rep. Judy Pratt, of supporting a
bill which calls for a 20 percent tuition increase for UNM. You may
have noticed that in the Oct. 20 Daily Lobo, Hester Eastham's
advertisement accused incumbent State Rep. Felix Nuntlz of the
sarne thing. I would like to give the true facts regarding this accusation.
For the past two years, Reps. Judy Pratt and Felix Nunez have
consistently worked hard with UNM lobbyists, trying to keep UNM's
tuition down. They also have worked hard in trying to give UNM
students a real voice in regard to their own education.
House Bill No. 2 is the general appropriations act. It includes
financing for all state institutions, including education, health, the
courts, and human services. This bill came to the floor on the last
day of the legislative session, and any attempt to amend this House
Bill was defeated. Included in this Bill was a 20 percent tuition in·
crease for UNM. ALL of the Republican and Democratic legislators
except for one person voted in FAVOR of the Bill. Not all of the
legislators were in favor of the tuition increase for UNM, but there
was no way to break up the Bill into different parts, To have voted
against the bill in its entirety would have been a vote against many
positive aspects of the bill in other areas.
For Ernie Leger and Hestor Eastham to take an issue out of
context and for them to imply that their opponents support a tuition
increase is, in my opinion, dirty politics and an act of desperation to
mislead the public. The right wing Republican candidates are unable
to attack honestly some of the progressive candidates' records.
Please check on their records yourself and see who is REALLY
working in your interests at UNM. Thank you I
Joanna de Keyser

Mudslinging
Not Limited
Editor:
I am tired of hearing: "A vote for
Anderson is a vote for Carter or for
Reagan."
As it stands now, many people
are trying to decide which is the
lesser of two evils - Carter or
Reagan - and will vote against the
other.
How can people be expected to
make a thoughtful choice between
these two? Carter has mismanaged
the economy and foreign affairs,
among other things, for the last
four years. His campaign strategy
has been avoiding the issues and
trying to make his major opponent
look bad. Mudslinging has not been
limited to the Democratic nominee
- Reagan returns Carter's insults
and thus avoids addressing issues
too. His stand against ERA - a
definitive step backwards - should
tell us we don't want him in the
White House either.
In Anderson, we find a candidate
we can really take seriously. He has
the courage to tell us that we
cannot have tax cuts and get rid of
inflation at the same time; that he
would put a 50 cent tax on gas; and
that he supports freedom of choice
with regard to abortions.
Carter and Reagan have "wisely"
decided to keep all their comments
middle·of·the-road so that they can
appeal to everyone. Perhaps this is
the way campaigns work, but can't
we just for once elect. a candidate
who is more interested in the
welfare of our country than simply
in being elected to such a
prestigious office? Anderson, I
believe, is just such a candidate.
I cannot in good conscience vote
for either Carter or Reagan so I am
voting for Anderson - the only
candidate who has a chance of
straightening out our ailing cuntry.
Although my one vote may n~t
elect him, I believe my vote Will
show that I am dissatisfied with the
two major choices given to me and
that Anderson's hard-line stands
are what America needs.

Opening Soon At A Theatre Near You

Patricia Grammer
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Letters
La\vs Called 'Asinine'
~ ,u,,rt~

r,e:ng made by those desiring to put David King in
tr, '•n•sn deceased Mr. Runnels' time in office, are beyond
'!W.<:r'! •Jen M~xu;Q voters comprehension. I call it sandbagging.
-r,,,, i;u;s rt·•t;f arr; quoting to make David eligible are asinine and
·,r ,, ,; ,rJ
!r;ta'ly d:srega rded by the so-called Attorney General
B rrJ~'""'' '1/hat i<md of laws can they be that disenfranchise so
Tr

r,f1 ,r,,:.

1

t,.,

..-. t.tr, {

r.~1B"~.

Ac, '''lfi'J!o'>rn IS ollr;gal, David King cannot be eligible for the new
;/,',itl''" ar:rJ h1s try for th:s new office should be thrown out. All
"·'''''' N'',hir•g to be el:gible to fill this vacant position should be able
•r, '"ru~ thr;:r narnes on the ballot. instead of trying to force the
J.f'Jtr~r(.. trJ Q<"",r.. f!pt

a tJrJy trJ fill a man's position.

Mr A,•mnf.>l> t~as one hell of a fine man, and for him to be replaced
t,y n,,, tJCJy, 1s an in>ult to his memory.
Hr:m I a')am use the acronym VOID ~ meaning Vote Out
, lur.urnb'lnt or ld1oticl Democrats - take your choice on the Letter I
'ro thf.> worrJ VOID
and do not replace with another Democrat.
n,,~rr, arr, a number of fine Democrats up for election or reelection,
'"' 1f all the voter8 in New Mexico decide to inform the yo-yos trying
''' ptJI! this nd1culously asinine political stunt, that unless all voters
',iJn dw;ode the person they wish to have elected, you will pull the
R•,P•Jblir;an lever in the voting booths and quietly leave the building.
FrH the next election, if you are not happy with those you have
"'c.rmtl'r put in office, then pull the Democrat lever.
'Nhat>N'J' you do, regardless of political affiliation, please, I will
'''"n <;;;7 prr,uy please, write in Mrs. Runnels on the ballot.
Tony Savarese

Skippers's Ad 'Misinformed'
Editor:
The person named Skipper who is running against
Tom Rutherford in the State Senate district that takes
in the UNM campus is misinformed about at least one
part of Senator Rutherford's record.
The Skipper advertisement that appeared in the
Lobo was headlined "Gaining Altitude Has Its Cost,"
A cartoon depicted a balloonist labeled "Rutherford"
jettisoning ballast. One o! the ballast bags was labeled
"Rape Laws." The implication was that Senator
Rutherford abandoned his commitment to rape law
reform in favor of personal or political gain.
This could not be more incorrect.
In 1974-75 Rutherford participated in the coalition

that researched and drafted a new sex crime. statute
for New Mexico. He not only co-sponsored the bill but
was also an energetic and effective lobbyist for it. It
was not an easy bill to lobby, because in addition to
plowing new legal ground it articulated thenunfamiliar philosophit~s about st~xuality, violence and
equal rights. Some people found it easier to make
jokes about women who change their minds than to
change New Mexico's laws. But thanks in large part to
Senator Rutherford's efforts the hill passed the
legislature with only one dissenting vote. It was later
described by the American Bar Association as a model
law for other states.
Melissa Howard

Nunez Opposes Tuition Increase
Editor:

voted to support our basic governmental budget of

$800 million. This included Child Care, Student Loans,
We are writing this letter in response to a misleading
advertisement in the Lobo. You may have been lead to
believe that Representative Felix Nunez supports
tuition increases. This is not true. As the present and
immediate past Lobby Committee Chairmen in charge
of opposing a tuition increase, we can say without
hesitation that Representi;ltive Nunez is our strangest
supporter in opposing tuition increases. Without his
support an additional 3.4 percent increase would have
been levied against students last year. Representative
Nunez' vote was not for a tuition increase. Instead, he

Educational Budget, l'ransportation Department and
overall State Agency Funding.
We hope that this will clarify the real support by
Representative Nunez for our student body, We base
this statement on our personal eyewitness account in
Santa Fe, not with general misleading advertisements.
Leonard Garcia
198G ASUNM Lobby Committee Chairman
Tim Cutler
1981 ASUNM Lobby Committee Chairman

Public Elects
For Appeal

Some Facts To Consider
About The Issues

Editor:

During Carter's administration, he has caused:

1. High unemployment
2. Double digit inflation
3. MILITARY DRAFT
4. Soaring interest rates
These issues may not be important to you now, but
when you're out of school and begin planning your
future -job hunting - buying a car - buying a
home ·- you'II have these same problems if
Carter is re-elected.
"I don't want to go to war over a needless cause, and Carter favors
the military draft." ... Theresa Terrases UNM Student
"It costs so much to live now, how will I survive the next

four years if Carter is re-elected." ... Tracey Mandt UNM Student
"Carter promised so much in '76 and hasn't lived up to his word, so how can
anybody vote for him." ...jim Udell UNM Graduate Student

THINK ABOUT IT.

WE NEED A REAL LEADER
LET'S ELECT REAGAN AND BUSH
.. YOUR VOIE CAN MAKE..I'H£DIP.EERE1\ICE.

1

Four years ago, President Ford lost Ohio by just a few thousand votes. i
He lost the Ohio State Campus by twice as many. If just 1/2 of the
students who voted at Ohio State had voted for Ford, Carter would :
have never been elected. Vote for Reagan.
j
1

Paid for and authorized by Reagan Bush Committee, U.S. Senator Paul Laxalt, Chairman, Bay Buchanon. Treasurer.

How much longer can the
America public, encouraged by the
media, continue to elect their
candidates on the grounds of
personality and appeal? Anyone
having
seen
the Presidential
debates between President Carter
and Ronald Reagan which took
place in Cleveland, should have
realized by now that the pickings
for this election are rather slim.
Neither candidate answered their
questions adequately and their
reactions came off as rehearsed
monologues.
President Carter
made no attempt whatsoever to
defend his record and Reagan came
out in a boorish and crude manner,
as was evidenced by his laughter
during the comments made by
President Carter.
When the debate was over, it
appeared that the main concern of
the networks was who came out on
top and no mention was made as to
the point-counter points between
the candidates. To make matters
worse, an impromptu survey
conducted by phone as to which
candidate made the best impression, was undertaken by the
network. Needless to say, this
survey was done Without any form
of scientific method, and once
again strengthened the belief that
the public chooses its candidates
on the basis of appeal, with the
blessings of the media.
In a related development, the
media made only passing comments as to the coverage of the
John Anderson "debate" which
took place in Washington, D.C.
The American public has become
so ingrained as the sole acceptance
of the two party system (which has
been fostered and nurtured by the
media), that any attempts by a third
party are totally ignored. Very little
was said with respect to the issues
and policies of John Anderson.
Only that he conducted his private
"debate." Was it any coincidence
that an ad featuring Anderson,
which was to be aired just moments
before the debate, encountered
"technical difficulties?"
It's time we began to look at not
just what two parties have to offer
in the way of personalities, but
what thoy ond every legitimate
party and candidate submits before
us in tho way of programs and
policies.
Robert A lick Otero
!I
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-,~Positions

Given by Hopefuls
For State Representative

Hester F. Eastham, District 11

Manuel Lujan

Eastham (R) said that her main
position is getting support for
UNM. She said that the legislature
is not friendly to UNM.
"UNM needs larger appropriations,"
Eastham
said.
"Nunez (Eastham's opponent) is
ineffective because he is not a
member of the coalition."
Ea~tham also said that she is
dead set against tuition increases;
she is for a voting student member
on the Board of Regents; and she
added that the professor-student
ratio is too high at UNM.

Bill Richardson

that he was more reasonable and
rational than his opponent Judith
Pratt. He said that Pratt has made
some off.the-wall votes. He said he
would voted the way people wanted
him to vote.
Leger said Pratt is not sure how
the legislature works, that she did
not amend House Bill Number 2,
which allowed for a 20 percent
tuition increase.

Judith A. Pratt, District 18

Pratt said that she came into
office on a labor and cq ualitY
platform. She said that she was
against right to work because it
Felix N. Nunez, District 11
weakens the ability for workers to
organize, and that she was for equal
Nunez (D) is the incumbent. He rights for women and minorities.
said that he has experience that
Pratt said that she is against
speaks for itself. Nunez said that he tuition increases and for a voting
was pushing for a voting student student member on the Board of
member for the Board of Education Regents. She said that she often had
l 1.S. Congress, llistrict l
IJill Richardson
and Finane;e and the Board of to stand up alone on education
Richardson (D) has emphasized Regents. He said that he is for issues.
energy as an income source for New restructuring the parking facilities
Mm111cl Lujnn
on campus; for more money for the
Mexico in his campaign.
UNM library; and for more money Debby Toth, District22
1 ujau (R) is the 12-year in~umhcrH. He said he did not
He said he thought New Mexico for research in New Mexico
,upport the draft because "it is getting "screwed." He said that colleges.
Toth said that she will represent
Nunez also said that he is pushing all the people in her district, people
wa~n't necessary."
everyone else is collecting our
lie said increased pay in the energy and leaving us with a bunch money for a day care center, and of all backgrounds, religions, and
wrviccs would be one way to boost of holes in the ground. He said the that he wants one on campus for philosophies, which is something
the 1oluntccr army.
state can use its resources as parents who attend classes. Nunez that the system is not doing now
added that he is concerned about because it is based on the partisan
I ujan \aid he s~rpports a "leverage" in Congress.
the prison problem and that he is system. She said that in her district
halanccd budget. He said goverinterested
in halfway alternative there is also an adult, international
nment cannot continue to spend.
He said he wants to get New
more than it is taking in. Gover· Mexico "moving again but not at houses for reform.
community which needs to be
nrncnt red tape causes higher costs, the expense of the way people live.''
represented in whole, and not be
based on the party system.
he 'aid, and he ~upports a tax cut
Toth said that she takes a firm
Richardson said he would work Ernie H. Leger, District 18
ftlr business.
stand on property taxes, that the
On juvenile justice and for restructuring the social security
delinquency, he said we should system, increasing social security
Leger (R) said students deserve taxation system is inequitable and
design projects that will make benefits and tax breaks for senior low tuition. "I was a student at unfair. She said that the present
citizen housing.
UNM for five years." Leger said system is hooked to a partisan,
youth productive citizens.

Lujan Stresses Defense;
Richardson, Energy

elected county accessor and that
there is direct redistribution of
funding. She said that based on
this, property taxes can not be
made fair and equitable,
She said she wanted people to
have a fair .chance to choose their
representatives.
FrankL Horan, District 22
Horan is the incumbent. He said
he has been active in his past term
working on problems of children.
He said that he is involved with the
Governor's Task Force involving
drug
abuse,
alcoholism,
delinquency, and child abuse. He
added that he was interested in
vocational education for the young.
Horan said that he is doing
related work with halfway houses
for reform. He added that he made
appropriations for programs for
residential treatment, which, he
said, is significantly successful in
other states. The Residential
Treatment Program controls the
behavior of delinquents instead of
locking them up by assigning them
to group homes with social workers
and psychologists.

A~
Cl.l~~~
LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF THE SUB
ACROSS FROM THE SUB THEATER

Pollster Downplays Polls' Effects
On Eventual Results of Elections
Pre-election polls do not greatly
affect the overall outcome of
elections, but individual voters may
be influenced in various ways by the
results of political surveys, according to a UNM political science
professor,
Dr. Chris Garcia, new dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
and a founding member of Zia
Research Associates, said, "People
attribute too much power to
pollsters. when they believe that

polls can determine the outcome of
elections. Pollsters simply report on
the progress of voters attitudes at a
given time."
He said research done by political
scientists indicates that polls have
no impact on the overall outcome
of an election because individual
voters react differentiy to the polls.
"For example," Garcia said,
"Reagan has been ahead of Carter
in almost all surveys that have been
conducted in New Mexico, This can

Mescall, Carmody Vie for 15
District Judge
Thomas Mescall
Tom Mescall (R) is running for
district court in Judicial Districtl5,
a newly created seat in the second
judicial district.
He espouses the idea of dividing
the district court into civil and
criminal divisions to help eliminate
the present 18-month delay in
bringing civil cases to trial because
all criminal cases must be heard
within six months of the indictment
or be dismissed with prejudice.
He said splitting the courts into
two parts could eliminate the
backlog in the civil area. This was
proposed by Supreme Court Justice
McManus in 1978; at that time the
chi! backlog was only 12 months.
Also, Mescal! said we should
begin to specialize within the court
system, as we do now with juvenile
cases. There is a need for a family
court to handle the civil cases which
do not have a jury trial; such cases
as child custody, child support and
divorce would then be subject to
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"This coffee table masterpiece ...
which, should you find it necessary
to read after my preface, will stimulate you for weeks."-CHEW CHASE

State Representative

Blumberg: Hire on Merit
County Commission, District 3
Gretchen Blumberg
Blumberg (R) said she wants to
bring a professional attitude to the
County Commission to replace the
present partisan politics. She said
she would hire county employees on
a merit basis, improve com·
munication between the county,
city hall and the legislature, con·
solidate city and county functions
where possible, and improve law
enforcement in the unincorporated
areas.

Although she is a Republican,
she said she does not endorse the
party's platform on women's
rights.
Lenton Mail')'
Malry (D), ex·State Representative who served the South Central
and UNM areas, said he is running
on his experience.
He said he would improve land
use in Bernalillo County, and
facilities at the UNMBCMC
Hospital.

JUDY PRATT

Why didn't Ms. Pratt try to amend House Bill 2???
Other Representatives did, but Judy Pratt ignored students at U.N.M.

"It's time UNM had
beffer representation in the legislature."

• Puget sound Naval Shipyard, with over 11,000
employees, has been established for over 85 years.
Located in scenic Bremerton on a deep water arm of
Puget Sound with a mild climate, only one hour from
Seattle, recently recognized by several publications as
the city with the best "quality of life" in the country.
•. Starting salaries to $22,911 depending on qualifica·
t1ons.
Contact your Placement Office fbr an interview on Tue.
4, Nov. I~ t~is date is inconvenient, you may call toll
fre~ by d1ahng 1-800-426-5996; or, if you wish, you may
ma11 a resume to:

PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
(ATTN: 170.2CG)
BREMERTON, WASH. 98314

ERN IE LEGER

knows the needs
of our university and its students.
attended N.M.S.U. at Las Cruces
graduate of U.N.M. 1974 B.S.

bY Victor Lanser. leslie Anderson.
Bob Ross
illustrated bY leslie Anderson
with a Preface bY Chew Chase

graduate of U.N.M. 1977 Juris Doctor

FOR IMPROVING
OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM.
ON NOVEMBER 4th Elect

Chevy Chase's hilarious preface to this wonder·
fully illustrated catalog of unprecedented prod·
ucts is only the beginning. What follows is a
ham·on·Wry look at American aspirations in the
eighties. a scintillating parody of the curr~nt
madness in the marketplace, a complete gUide
to both high tech and dreck, the ultimateSaturday_llight Live of mail order catalog~. As Francis
Bacon put it. "You only wal.low once m the sty of.
life. So go whole hog and p1g out whlle you can.
$6.95 trade paperback I At all bookStores

6Jintt5 BOOKS

1.\:::::;re::::x::;:::::X::::Tr:re!'! Park Avenue. New York 10016~
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make those negoti!Hions a
partisan issue in the campaign. I
also pledge that if elected I will
observe the terms of an
agreement."
In separate television in·
terviews
Sunday,
former
President Gerald Ford and
Reagan's running mate, George
Bush, said the deal should not
include military spare parts if by
shipping them the United States
would be perceived as siding
with Iran in its war with Iraq.
The final Washington Post
poll Sunday showed Carter
leading Reagan by four points
- 43 percent to 39 percent with Anderson receiving 7
percent and the remainder
scattered between other candidates and undecided.
The Post said :nat although
Carter is ahead in the poll of
voters, Reagan still appears to
have the advantage in electoral
votes.

voted to increase your tuition more than
20% in the past two years!
and she did it while the State projects a
cash surplus of more than 200 million dollars.

• Excellent opportunities for advancement under the
~erit System to Senior Engineer levels with pay levels
rn the $22,911 to $35,000 range. All Federal Civil Ser·
vice Benifits·liberal vacations allowance, paid . sick
leave, partially employer-funded life and health insurance programs, excellent retirement plan. Reloca·
tion allowance for self and dependents. (U.S. Citizenship required.)

I
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continued from page 1
week-old
insistence
that
President Carter reveal before
the election the exact terms of
any deal to obtain the hostages
in exchange for American
military equipment.
President
Walter
Vice
Mondale scrubbed his own
campaign schedule in Ohio,
Connecticut, New Jersey and
New York Sunday to fill in for
Carter at scheduled rallies in
Chicago and Detroit.
Rosalyn Carter, in turn,
juggled her own travel schedule
to fill in for Mondalc as far as
possible.
When the four conditions
were raised by the Iranians last
month, Reagan promptly
recommended the acceptance of
three of them but had reser·
vations about the fourth in·
volving the shah's wealth. He
said then, "I want to assure the
American people that I will not

Tuition
Increase at U.N.M.

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Civi I (Structural) Engineers
Nuclear Engineers
Chemical Engineers

•

The~

create a "bandwagon" effect
among Reagan supporters or it
might make them overconfident
and cause the Reagan turnout to be
lower. These reactions can cancel
each other out,
He said the effect on the candidate who is behind, in this case
Carter, can make his supporters
feel help)ess or it can have the
underdog effect.
"I believe the underdog effect is
more significant than the bandwagon effect because it can rally
support," he said.

"I believe that public opinion
surveys are the best way of
special treatment. These cases have determining what a large number of
no priorty over civil cases which do people think without having to ask
require a jury trial. Mescall said he everyone their opinions," Garcia
would like to see division 15 made a said. "But in some ways polls have
family court. He said his opponent been oversold to the public,
is against that idea and also against probably because they have been
dividing the court system into very accurate in recent years.
Since 1960, he said, national
special segments.
polls have predicted accurately
within one or two percent of the
John Carmody
actual el!:!ction results.
John Carmody (D) said there are
The Zia Research Associates,
three issues of criminal law that he which Garcia helped to establish in
considers to be the most important. 1973, has been accurate in its
He said repeat offenders should be projection of winners in the 1974
given stiff penalties and dealt with Albuquerque mayoral primary and
firmly.
election, the I 974 deomocratic and
Another issue he said should be republican gubernatorial election,
dealt with is victim restitution. He the presidential vote in New Mexico
said under New Mexico law a in 1976, the U.S. Senate race in
criminal can be made to pay New Mexico and the 1977
restitution to the victim, and Albuquerque Mayoral race.
Carmody said he believes this law
"It's a matter of using the best
should be enforced before the scientific methods available,
criminal is given any leniency.
scrupulously following the correct
The third issue of his campaign is procedures and having a little
improved efficiency in running the luck," Garcia said. "You do your
court system. He said he would take best work that you can and then
whatever steps are necessary to cross your fingers and hope it
bring cases pending to a timely works. You can't avoid the fact
conclusion.
that chance is a factor in any poll.

Chevy goes Whole WhogrM!
CHALLENGING CIVILIAN
ENGINEERING POSITIONS
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Campaign Cut Off
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439 Daily Papers Endorse
No Presidential Candidates
lluiled J>ress IQter.rmtiooal
uud Staff Reports

the unenthusiastic backing of The
New York Times which said in an
editorial, "There is a choice; it is

Ronald Reagan has been endorsed for president by 443 daily
newspupers compared with 126 for
President Carter, Editor and.
Puh/islwr reported Thursday.
The newspapers endorsing
Reagan have a total circulation of
17.6 million, the weekly trade
rnagat.inc said. Carter's support
cnme from newspapers with a total
circulation of 7.8 million.
I ndcpendcnt John Anderson was
hacked by 40 newspapers with a
total1.6million circulation.
l~'ditor and Publisher reported
439 daily newspapers were uncommitted or undecided.
Among the newspapers endorsing Reagan are The Chicago

important; and we choose Jimmy
Carter. Ronald Reagan is the better
salesman; Jimmy Carter keeps
dropping his sample case on his
foot. But it contains better goods."
Carter also won the endorsements of The Milwaukee

Ballimore
News
Journal,
American, St. Petersburg Times,
Philadelphia Inquirer and The
Minneapolis Tribune.
The Kansas City Star endorsed
Carter out of "a sorry trio of
candidates." It said its support of
him came "with some reservations
hut no regrets when the alternative
of Ronald Reagan is considered.''
Anderson was endorsed by the

San Jose Mercury, Beaver County
Trifmne, Basion Herald-American, (Pa.) Times, his hometown paper,
Pori/and Oregonian and Detroit the Rockford, Ill,, Register Star
and Vermont's largest newspaper,
News.
The Chicago Tribune, in its The Burlington Free Press, which

endorsement, said Reagan's
candidncy "carries with it a sense of
mission, of direction, perhapn of
change, that more and more
Americans want."
Among the newspaper endorsements Carter picked up was

said he is "highly qualified by
intellect and experience for the
presidency,"
Libertarian candidate Ed Clark
also picked up an endorsement
from The Peoria Journal Star,
Illinois' largest newspaper outside

County Bond Issues Would Give
Millions for Facilities' Expansion
Helen Gaussoin

the Chicago area. The paper called
Clark the only candidate who
would attempt to cut the federal
bureaucracy.

The St.

Paul Pioneer Press

declined to endorse !l presidential
candidate, saying Carter has been
an ''inept president," Reagan's
record has been "selectively
overblown and glorified'' and·
Anderson is 110t a "serious candidate."
The Denver Post also declined to
endorse a presidential candidate.
The Seattle newspapers split their
endorsements, with The Sealtle
Times endorsing Reagan and The
Sea/lie Post-Intel/egencer supporting Anderson.
Reagan was also picked by the

Thomas Rutherford

Rutherford: Experience
Skipper: Curb Crime

Tulsa
Daily
World,
The
Indianapolis Star, The Greenville
(S.C.) News-Piedmont,
The State Senate, District 16
Asheville (N.C.) Citizen-Times and
two Louisiana papers, The
Shreveport Times and The Baton Thomas ~utherford
Rouge Advocate.
The Albuquerque Tribune and
Thomas Rutherford (D) is the
The Albuquerque Journal also two-term incumbent. He said his
endorsed Reagan. In its editorial,
the Journal said Reagan can fill the
need for "leadership that has been
lacking for the last 46 months."

experience is "obviously important
in the exercise of the duties of state
senator."
Because he is a law student at

Skills Center
Workshops for the week of
October27
Mon(I0-27) Math 100/Unit 8
Tue(10-28) Math 100/Unit 8

AVIATION INTELLIGENCE

The Navy has openings for Aviation Intelligence Officers. No
experience necessary. Extensive 8 month training includes
photo interpretation, analysis ol foreign capabilities,
recognition of foreign equipment, maintaining information
analysis plots, and taclical briefings.
College students or grads. Up to age 34. U.S. citizens. Able to
obtain the Navy's highest Intelligence clearance. Com·
petitive starting salary. Excellent benefits. Extensive paid
travel. 30 days paid vacation. Contact:
Aviation Programs
P.O. Box 8667
N.M. 87198

John David Skipper

Vocabulary Building
Writing Lab
Wed(I0-29) Math 100/Unit 8
Thur(l0~30)Eng 100/Agreement
Fri(I0-31) Math 100/Unit 8
Eng 100/Punctuation
Spelling
EFL

l-2pm
10-llam
1-2pm
12-1pm
10am-1pm
·3-4-pm
12-1pm
12-lpm
10-Ilam
llam-12pm
llam-lpm

SkiDs Center
·ard floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

TJNM, he said he is more "in tune"
with the needs of students.
Rutherford called himself an
environmentalist, pointing to his
opposition to the mine de-watering
bill.
John David Skipper
Skipper (R) said he would use the
State Legislature to increase police
spending to curb crime In the
university area.
He sa.id he is concerned with the
lack of jobs for graduating
students. He also said he would
encourage government to provide
incentives for "clean" industry to
come to New Mexico.

Corporation
Commission
Candidates
Corporation Commissioner
c;larles ~udolph

TJNM Hospital/Bernalillo
County Medical Center will receive
$7.3 million if the county bond
issues pass Tuesday,
Four issues wilt" be considered by
the voters with $17.3 million at
stake for the hospital, Bernalillo
County Detention Center, Bernalillo
County
Mental
Health/Mental Retardation Center
and the county courthouse.
Diane Storr, campaign coordinator for the Committee for the
SO's, sa.id the hospital would use the
money to expand the emergency
room, the Adult Intensive Care
Units and the Burn and Trauma
Units.
"If you go into the emergency
room on a Friday or Saturday

night, the place is packed. It's
standing room only. The hospital
needs more room," she said.
She said the hospital's Burn and
Trauma Unit is the only one in the
state.
Expansion of the trauma unit
and the intensive care unit would
include installing windows in
patient's rooms, Storr said.
The county detention center
would use the $6.1 million it would
receive to add a 200-bed capacity
wing, which would include a
women's section, and expand the
booking area.
Storr said, "It was 10 years after
the center was planned that it was
finished. By the time it was built, it
was filled."
She said the booking station
usually has a waiting line and the

Schiff Disparages Decrease
In Rate of Plea-Bargaining
District Attorney

1976. The act provides for stiffer
penalties to chronic offenders.

Ira Robinson
Robinson (D) is the incumbent
D.A. His campaign cha.irman, Judd
Conway, sa.id students should
support the D.A. because of his
first term record.
Robinson has developed a
project which makes it mandatory
for alcoholics whose case comes
before the D.A. to seek treatment
before they become an "alcoholicrelated criminal statistic," Conway
said.
Conway also said Robinson has
worked closely with vlctim
assistance programs, including the
Rape Crisis Center.
Conway said Robinson's office
has lowered the plea-bargaining
rate by 75 percent, according to an
internal study, and increased
implementation of the Habitual
Offenders Act by II times since

Steven Schiff
Steven Schiff (R) sa.id the office
of chief prosecutor is a huge
responsibility.
Schiff
disputes
Robinson's claim to have reduced
plea bargaining, saying that deals
are made in secret.

situation is "taking police off the
street."
The expansion would help in the
humane treatment of the prisoners,
she said.
"lf it's overcrowded, then there's
bound to be something like the riot
in Santa Fe," she said.
She said the detention center riot
in the spring was caused by state
inmates being held in the already
crowded facilities.
The $2.1 million the courthouse
would receive would be used to
remodel the fourth floor, including
additional office space and district
courtrooms, Grand Jury h~aring
rooms and a holding area for those
awaiting trial.
Storr sa.id the fourth floor used
to be the county jail and is not
being used now.
The
Mental
Health/Mental
Retardation Center would use its
$1.8 million to expand and redesign
the facilities.
Storr said the center is the only
public mental health center in the
state besides the state mental
hospital in Las Vegas.
The expansion would include a
30-bed geriatric and adolescent inpatient care unit and additional
adminstrative services, equipment
and parking, she said.
She said, "The city's getting so
big, the centers can't serve the
needs of the community."
"A Jot of people don't consider
themselves involved with these
institutions, but everyone uses
them," she added.
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RESTAURANT
Election Day
Happy Hour
7PM till Close

Any day but Election Day
Happy Hour 11AM • 7PM

2105 Louisiana Blvd. N.E.
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Riordan (R) said that people
should vote for him because he
has been a judge for eight years
for the New Mexico state
government, and before that, a
practicing attorney.
Riordan said that a supreme
court justice should be selected
on merit and qualifications, that
he would like to see thr
judgeship be non-partisan. He
added, however, that for now,
he favors the election process.

Wl1o can
best represent

New ~lexico?

I>urinl! his six tcm1s in Comiress he Juts

NASAToFund
Mapping of Venus

'riJ

Felter .~aid that a supreme
court justice should be selected
by the merit system. "J udgcs
don't have any business in a

William Riordan

Lujtm lms been un outst:mdim1
Represent:tti\'C beeuuse he knows :\'cw
~ lexico ... :tnd he knows its people. He
wus hon1 und ruised here: his roms nrc
here, und he's tntlr mw of' us.

2 for 1 Drinks

• Earned a B.A. degree with a major in
Mathematics in 1966.
• Earned a Masters degree in Economics in 1973
• Working on a doctorate in Economics at U.N.M.
• On the teaching staff in Economics at U.N.M.

Felter (D) said thai people
should vote for him because he
has 34 years experience as a trial
lawyer, judse and appellate
judge. He said that he s1:pported
the use of plain language .in a
courtroom instead of legal
jargon, and modern and
progressive rules of procedure.
He added that there should be
more arbitration than trials in
civil matters so that cases arc not
bogged down.

~Innucl

Glenn said "vested interest
groups" control the present corporation commission.
The
incumbent commiSSIOn
solicited funds from the tow truck
industry, he said, and New Mexico
has the highest tow truck rates in
the 10 western states.
"How can you solicit funds from
an industry you have to regulate,"
he said.
~equiring full disclosure from
major stockholders of all corporations and hiring a key punch
operator for the commission's
computer would be two of the
chang_es he would make, he said.

rt

Edwin L. •·eucr

partisan process," he said,
''There should be no.pressures."
He added that the merit system
has been adopted by 40 other
states.

The Presidential Scholar Club invites you to attend: "The Meaning of the 1980 Elections" by
Dr. William Chaloupka, Assistant Professor of
Political Science. Thursday, November 6, 1980,
3:30 to 5:00p.m., Humanities 324.

Rudolph, (D) is the incumbent.
He said he has been able to hold
down the phone bills.
Rudolph also sa.id he has
organized an arson squad with the
Albuquerque Fire Marshall.
Since Rudolph has been in office,
he said, he has computerized the
Corporation Commission, allowing
consumers and businesses instant
access to information.

WASHINGTON (IJPI)- Funds
to map Venus will be included in
the fiscal 1982 budget, sa.id NASA
Administrator
Robert
Frosch
Saturday. The Venus Orbiting
Imaging Radar spacecraft program
will cost an estimated $SOO million
and will be launched by space
shuttle in 1986. The spacecraft will
circle Venus taking radar images
and measuring the atmosphere.

Supreme Courl,lustice

COLLOQUIUM PLANNED

Jimmie Glenn

For Professional
Management
in County
Government

Justice Candidates
For Merit System
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ulw:t)'S been U\':tiluhle to help anr resident who hus u nced ... und he listens
to people. \im m:l}' u!ifec with him,
or l'Ou mur dis:ll!rec, but roo know
where he swnds.

Lujun sn)·s: "I think if rou're boni and
raised in :\'ew ~ lcxieo, rou arc natur:tllr
in tune with people here. \im curr)· with
rou the concen1 for kee1Jinl! our skies
cleur und our wutcr pure. You know
the importunce of iohs."
~l:mucl Lui:nt fins represented ull :\'ew
~ lexieuns, , •und

lws represented them
well. He will continue to do so.
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NCAA Hearing Held,
Probation Expected
Representing UNM at the
meeting were UNM President
William E. Davis, Director of
UNM Athletics John Bridgers,
Dean of Admissions and Records
Robert We<~ver, Vice President
Swede Johnson and University
lawyer Pete Johnstone.
Four people made up the
Infractions Committee. The
membr:rs were from the University
of Kentucky, the University of
Texas, the University of Wisconsin
and LeMoyne College.

The NCAA Infractions Committee held a meeting to hear the
charges against UNM on Saturday
in Colorado Springs. The committee's job now is to decide what
penalties will be put on UNM,
The announcement of penalties
should come before the Lobo
basketball team opens its season
later this month. Some type of
penalties for the basketball team
are expected. Probation is the likely
punishment.

Football Tea01 Suffers Worst Loss in 63 Years
Paula Easley
Sports Editor
September cheers turned to
November tears Saturday night for
the Lobo football team at
University Stadium as tile
University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
ripped the UNM team apart and
left a score of 72-7 on the
scoreboard.
It has been 63 years since a UNM
team has been defeated by such a
large margin. In 1917 the Lobos
lost to New Mexico State II 0-3.

This tragedy also served as the
l.ast home game of t!Je season for
the Lobos, What started out as an
audience of 14,250 trickled down to
the band and not very many others
by the last quarter.
The UNM defense fell apart
without the aid and leadership of
linebacker Bob Schpryt, who was
sidelined with a knee injury he
suffered in the game against UTEP,
The defense, which had been
number one in the WAC and 15th
nationally, gave up 595 yards
Saturday night, a much higher

number than its previous game
average of 25'~.
The offense did some giving up
of its own, in the form of turnovers, There were four fumbles
and four interceptions thrown by
UNM.
"It was one of those ballgames,"
said UNM head coach Joe
Morrison.
The UNL V Rebels took the lead
in the first quarter after Lobo
David Hood punted the ball to
midfield and it was returned to the
New Mexico 41. A holding penalty

Chavez 14th at Regionals,
To Run at .AIAW Nationals
"And then the big bad football coach said... " Boredom strikes, as UNLV defensive tackle Julius
Funches reads a magazine during Saturday night's game. (Photo by Helen Gaussoin)

UNM women's cross country
team finished sixth in a field of ten
teams in the AlA W Region 7 cross

MEN-WOMEN

TONY HILLERMAN

How to get up to
$14,100 for college.

PEOPLE of DARKNESS
alCl)Cl)a!~ ~ COO~U'~~
THURSDAY. NOV. 6

Here's a ne,w way to beat college costs:
Under the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program.
you can join the Army and save a maximum of $75 a
month from your pay for 36 months.
The goverrment matches your savings $2 for $1. If you
save the maximum each month. that means you'll have
$8,100 for future education after 3 years.
Plus, if you qualify-a $4.000 education bonus is added to your fund. by the Army.
A $6,000 education bonus is added If you enlist for 4
years.
Where else can you pile up $14,100 so fast?
Find out if you qualify for this enriching program.

from 2:00 · 4:00
ll!J~W alCl)Cl)ai~U"®rn~

Spanish Dancer
Good for $200,000

BALLROOM DANCING
International Style

DUBLIN, Ireland (UP!) - The
top prizes in the Irish Hospital
sweepstakes autumn draw Saturday
went to ticket holders in the United
States when joint favorite Spanish
Dancer won the race at Newmarket,
England.
The ticket holders on Spanish
Dancer who will receive $200,000
each included Winifred M.
Wimberly, of Philadelphia, .Pa.;
Sheila P. Trikannad, San Diego,
Calif.; and Mary Borges and Tina
Bush, of Arcata, Calif., who share
a ticket.
Two American ticket holders on
second placed Fine Sun will each
get $60,000. They are Helen Henry,
Bridgeville, Pa., and Sandra Kelly,
San Jose, Calif.
Three American ticket holders on
third placed Cannon King will each
get $20,000. They are Greg
Mareschal, Kirkwood; Mo.; Jim
O'Hara, Alameda, Calif., and
Frank Newman, Maple Shade, N.J.

Group lessons covering Imperial Society Amateur medal
test requirments and preparation for professional exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who are already
teaching. We have maintained a
•
;
100% pass record for20years.
1
For Additionallnformation Call265·4890

Leo Garcia
766·3948
Join the people who've joined the Army.
An fQUOI (JppOfh..nltV Employer

THE JOB
A Bernalillo County Commissioner makes
decisions th.lt affect land use planning,
wning, andproperty taxes.His vote
dt>tl'tmincs how taxes should be raised or
cut and how to appropriate funds for
County use. In this job, nothing counts
like experience and a proven record of
achiE'vement. Lenton Malry has both.

THE RECORD

libraries expand and increase their
services
• and continuing support for increased
teachers' salaries.

THE FUTURE
Lenton Malry is a man of tremendous
legislative experience and capabiltiy who
knows what needs to be accomplished for
Bernalillo County.

L<>nton Malry has SE'rved 5 tNms as a New·
M(•xico State Representative from
BNnalillo County. District 18. He stands
firm on is5ues which aff<>ct you and your
family E'V<>ry day.
Dr. Malry has been a IE>ader In education
for 20 year~. While Chairman of the
Education Committee, Dr. Malry was
responsible for:
• The Statewide Kindergarten Act
establishing early public education for
5-year·olds
• the Drug Abuse Education Program
• Vocational Education Act to expand
services to TVI and other vocationaltechnical programs
• the Library Enabling Act to help local

The UNM men's golf team had a
I Oth place finish this weekend in the
Stanford Invitational golf tournament. The Lobos finished with a
score of 1,222, and Arizona State
University won the tourney with
1,084.
UNM's Tommy Armour led the
Lobo team with a217, although Joe
Rassett of Oral Roberts took the
individual title with a 208.
The golf team continues on its
road trip to Los Angeles where it
will compete in the Southwest
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
beginning Tuesday.

T
ication of the new $4.5 million
Mechanical Engineering Building at UNM
was attended by Senator Pete Domenici,
Governor Bruce King and Lenton Malry.
Lenton Malry introduced the bill to
create the new facility when he was a State
Representative.

MALRY

Paid lor by Committee

w Elect Malry

~'rank

Conceptions
Southwest
. Call
277 5656.
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Head coach Gary Colsotl watched from the sidelines as the Red
team, which consisted of the
starting team for the Lobos,
controlled the game from the very
start. Wing guard Kenny Page
began the assault by scoring the
first two points of the game off of a
full court outlet pass from center
Jerome Henderson.

I

0

o

The re.;'\t l't' the game rightfully
behmged to UNl \' as they
dominated the final three quarters.

That same sequence was repeated
several times throughout the game,
as Henderson and forward Larry
Tarrance controlled the offensive
and defensive boards. Page scored
a game high 39 points, with many
of those points coming off of fast
break situations. By halftime Page

had s~orcd Ill points whil~ goin1,1 9
r,,r 9 from the fidd.
rhc team SCI!IJlCd \CrY ~~llll·
t'ortabk 11ith the rnnning g:ime, but
abo sll\111 cd a willingnes~ Ill silm
d~1wn the pace and set up pattcm
plays. Point guard Phil Smith
controlled the offense 11ith 20
a-.sists, while holding his White
tc;un opponent, Wallace \Villiam!>,
to just 17 points. Both Smith and
Williams pushed the ball up C\)Uft
quickly fm their respective teams,
although the White team was more
content with slowing down the pace
for most of the game.
Wing guard Michael Johnson
scored 21 points for the Red team
and pulled down 9 rebounds.
Tarrance scored 16 points and
gathered 10 boards.
Center Mark Snow led the White
team with 18 points and 9
rebounds. Snow will not play in the
regular season because he is a
transfer from University of Kansas.
Williams had 17 points and 8 assists
for the losing team.
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It's one day to election day
, Do you know where your polling place is?
We'll tell you wh~re to go .... to vot~
Visit the information table
on the mall
12·4 Monday &Tuesday
or call PIRG office· 277·2757

IV~

DEMOCRAT

For The University Community
1. More Library Funds..... Passed a bill that altered the funding formula which
resulted in more library funds.
2. Student Vote • • • . • • • • • . Co-sponsored a bill to put a voting student on the Board
of Educational Finance.
3. Fair Rent • • . . . • . . • . • . • Sponsored the Fair Rent Act to prevent unnecessary
rent increases.
4. No Tuition Increase • • . • Worked with student lobbyists for two years to prevent
tuition increases.
5. Cost of Living . . • . • . • • • Supported a 5% cost of living increase for state em·
ployees (this includes university em ploy~es) .This ~~ e~;
dment was defeated by The Conservattve Coalttlon
who also increased tuition 20%.
6. Student Regent........ Drafted a bill for 1981 that will put a voting student on all
Boards of Regents.

Lobo Golfers lOth

LENTON
DEMOCRAT FOR BERNALILLO
COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 3
Elect

Lobo assistant basketball coach
Jimmv Williams led his Red team tll
a l is-s; viet on over fellow
assistant coach Sc,;tt Duncan, who
headed the White team, in an intersquad scrimmage Saturday a f.
ternoon at the Pit.

UNM runningback Jim Brooks (33) carries the ball tor a first down. Jimmy Sayers (30) rushes to his
aid. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

quarterba.:k R~'bin Gabriel then
.:omplcted a pass to tight end lltark
Biren for the touchdown. Pla~e
ki.:ker Pete Parks' e\tra point w;J.>
good.

Henderson, Page Lead
First Team Scrim1nage
Dave Sahd

country championships.
The top individual finisher for
the Lobos was Loretta Chavez who
finished in 14th place with a time of
19;31, which earned her all-regional
honors. She also qualified for the
AIAW nationals in Seattle on Nov.
15.
Other UNM finishers were
Connie Riegelmann, 24th place;
Roberta Touchin, 29th; Regina
Demiga, 30th; Val Fisher, 34th;
Margaret Metcalf, 45th; and Chris
Wooton, 51st.
Colorado won the meet with 65
points, The Lobos finished the
5 ,000-meter course with 131 points.

AUTOGRAPHING

against the Lobos allowed the
Rebels IS yards and two plays later
the score was 7-0.
Late in the first quaner UNIIl
-:arne back to tie the game as
linebacker Don Weisman recovered
a Rebel fumble on the UNL V 9
yard!ine. Tailback Jimmy Sayers
took the ball three yards. l.lNl\1

ELECT
ResponsivE?
. Representation
Because BOB HAWK was

County Commissioner for 6
vE?ors. He is in q un1que pos-

ition to champ1on Albuquerque's interests in Santo Fe.
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Representative Pratt
Has A Good Fighting Record For New Mexico!
Judy Pratt came into office on a platform of
Labor, Education and Equality
and has stuck to it steadfastly·both inside and outside the legislature. She has lead the fight
against so-called "Right to Work" a piece of legislation that hurts all wage earners: She has
supported collectl\·e bargaining for Public Employees, introduced bill.s.to reduce puptl:te~cher
ratios, and supported all legislation that would have improved cond1t10ns for teachers 1n the
.
classroom.
..
She has always stood up for equal, quality, integrated edvcatt_on. Her .rec.ord tn def~nse of
the rights of women and minorities to social, political and economtc equal tty ts unblemished.
Patd for by Comporgn 10 Re·Etcct Ju;:h Pratt
Ricardo Compos, Treasurer, 3800 Stiver SE, 871 08 . Phuna 256-3816
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including, It's So Easy To Fall In
/,ove, ami a Lowell George tune
~he does so well, Willing.
After singing That'll Be The
Day and Just One Look, Ronstadt
enticed the crowd with her per"
MJOal and sensitive rendition of
the ballad Blue Bayou. She ended
IJ/ue Bayou in Spanish. A special
touch for Albuquerque fans.
Besides having one of the finest
miccs in pop, rock, and country
musil.:, Ronstadt has excellent
ta~t<' in the music ohe chooses to
'ill!! ami the musidans .1he per:
ronm with. She does songs by
sud1 artbts as Lowell George,
Warren ZevrJil, and Elvis
Costello. Her band is the epitome
or professionalism with drummer
Russ Kunkel, guitarist Kenny

l hi., llallnwccn Albuquerque
wn\ ll catcd to n ;how lit Tingley

<·oli<.cum that it will not soon
forget.
Donning a .,kclcton costume,
l 111da Ron;tadt belted out song;
ran)!inr. l'mm the hc)!inning of her
car ct•r to her lllll'>( recent album
Marl l.ove. lt <:mild have been
c·allt•d h•·r !'rcat<.''l hit'> <'O!lccrt.
Ron·.tad r lwpan the per·
lor mann· 1'-ith a medley of '>Oil!!'
t1 om hct btc'>l album induding
tin· hit .\tar/ illl'l'.
I" tht.' enjoyment of all the men
111 the .:rowd Rou;ltldt pcclci.l off
h<·r '>kckton m;tume to he left
\1 ca ri Ill\ only an over;ifci.l football
t•'r'>cv. She then began a ;ct of hlts

Edwards, and Little Feat's Billy
Payne on keyboards.
The opening act for the night
was Joe Ely. Ely's band played
50' s"style rock and roll boogie and
was an excellent way to warm up
for Ronstadt.
Ronstadt ended the concert
singing You'r!! No Good, and
Living in /he USA. The crowd
cheered for an encore and
Ronstadt returned with Heat
Wave. She left the stage again
only to return for a second encore
and sing Desperado,
There were plenty of ghouls and
goblins at the show, but with
Ronstadt's soothing voice flowing
over the crowd in the coliseum
Halloween night even the meanest
and ugliest monsters were tamed.

Retain JUDGE
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Lee Beck

Rockers, a new Jamaican reggae

And therein lies our story.
Horsey becomes the "hardest"
salesman around town. His
motorcycle is stolen by the local
Jamaican "Mafia," and he devises
a plan to get his motorcycle bar.k
and to mete out appropriate
punishment to those responsible for
the d<Jstardly deed.
Director Bafaloukos was cap"
tivated by the Jamaican music scene
after a visit there in 1975. His film
Rockers, portrays the musicians
and their music as they sec
themselves.
Rockers was filmed in eight
weeks, entirely on location with a
non, professional cast.
The film uses subtitles to assist
movie goers in translating the
highly developed patois of
Jamaican speech. The language of
the Rastafarians is a free,styled
English without grammatic<Jl or
structural rules. Rockers captures
the looseJy,knit, grass,roots
movement of the free,souled
Rastafarian.
The reggae sound speaks for
itself, of course, as it does
eloquently from start to finish of
the film, and Rockers is a must for
anyone who has any hope of un"
derstanding reggae music.

film now playing at the Guild
Theater, marks the debut of a
Greek
immigrant
director,
Theodoros Bafaloukos.
Rockers follows the rising career
of Rastafarian drummer Leroy
"Horsemouth" Wallace while he
battles the forces of organized
crime in the Jamaican music in"
dustry by becoming a Jamaican
"Robin Hood."
Reggae music is the product of a
single neighborhood, the "yards"
of West Kingston, the poorest
section of Jamaica's capital.
Reggae emerged as a major
musical style in the late 1960's. It is
above all an expression of" the
black,African,Rastafarian counter
culture in opposition to the tastes of
the British,dominated middle class.
In the 1950's, Jamaican musicians,
influenced by American rhythm
and blues figures such as Johnny
Ace and Fats Domino, built the
calypso sound to form a local
Jamaican music.
Rockers blends the Back,to"
African, Roots culture into the saga
of the rise of our hero, Hor"
semouth, and his music.
Horsemouth, who is considered
the best drummer in Jamaica, lives
in a Kingston ghetto with his
woman Madgie and his three
children.
The
government"
controlled music establishment
keeps Horsemouth and his fellow
musicians in poverty. So Horsey
decides to earn extra money by
becoming a record distributor.
Raising the money from his friends,
his reluctant woman, and a loan "The History of Jewelry" is the
shark, he purchases a used title of a talk to be given by
Florence Resnik off, director of the
motorcyle.
metal arts program at the
California College of Arts and
Crafts.

Talk Tonight
On History
Of Jewelry

Division 4

1\mllurln [ tilllllllllh..- turd Jill

Rockers: Rasta01an
Fights His Way Up

.l~~rn \\ Jlhattt\" ln•;uun•t ~ 540(:1miUII '·l·.u~uil('l
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THE LAST LECTURE
SERIES

LSAT o MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID
GMAT • OAT • DCAT • PCAT
VAT o MAT o SAT
NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG o FLEX • VQE
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o
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In her illustrated presentation,
Rcsnikoff will discuss works dating
from the earliest cultures to the
present, Her presentation will
include contemporary work both in
this country and in Europe.
Resnikoff's lecture is sponsored
by the UNM art department's
Visiting Artist-Lecturer Series.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Specialists
Sin~,;t

Dr. Samuel Roll
Professor of Psychology

''Tortured
Children''
Tuesday

*
*

12 noon

*
Sub Ballroom

November4

*
The "Last Lectures" are a series in which promi·
nent Univ. faculty will be talking as if they were
giving the Last Lecture of their life. No admission
charge- BRING YOUR LUNCH.
sponsored by:

1938

127 Jeflerson NE
•265·2524

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasm';t
Donor Center
8am~2:30pm
Tue~day ~

Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

•

Agora. United Campus Ministry,ASUNM Free Day·Time Activities

The lecture will be held in room
2018 of the University of New
Mexico Fine Arts Center on Nov. 3
at 8 p.m. The lecture is free and
open to the public.

Albuquerque

1307 Central NE
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Onset
6 Shed tears
10 Ontario city
14 Sick person
15 Suckle
16 Table spread
17 Locate
18 Girl's name
19- Bator
ro Chevrons
22 Hem in
24 Histones
26 Tablets
27"--asa
lamb"
30 Yr. parts
31 Bonds
32 Instruct
37 Every
38 Water bodies
40 Girl's name
41 Meat cuts:
2 words
43Mix
44 High priest
45 Timelessness
48 Subj!!CI
51 Color
52 Golf club:
2words

54
58
59
61
62

Pipe fittmgs
Lool< after
Rant
Think
Otherwise
63 Asian ruler
64 Enclosure
65 Geste
66 Lairs
67 Liberated

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday•s Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1 Foolish ones
21ncline
3 Winged
4 Food formu"
las
5 Surgical saw
6 Grunt,and"
25 Legrslatures
groaners
27 Nrpa palm
7 Moray
28 Miss tie pit
8 Stake
29 Money: Slang
9 Pass on
33 Heeders
10 Stew
34 Monkey
11 Asstgn
35 Rewrite
12 Rent
36 None
13 Keys
38 Of the sun
21 Superlative
39 Made-to"
ending
measure
23 Chokes up
42 ~elled

43 Turtle

46 Fmial
4 7 Cheat.
2 words
48 Balloted
49 Anomt
50 Meaning
53 Dub
55 Occupation
56 Noun ending
57 Progeny
60 - and tonic
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
tirnes(s) beginning
, under the heading (circle
1.
Personals;
2.
Lost
&
Found;
3.
Services;
4. Housing; 5. For
one):
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

films:

Monday, Nov. 31 41 ~ing tear";
Tuesday, Nov. 4, "Harold and Maude"; showings

will be-al the SUD ihcatr~.

PIRt'.-ASUNM Voter Rt'xislr•tiOn CommiHt'r We'll tell you where lo go to vote: at Voler ltifot~
m~tlon Tttblc on the man from noon until 4 p.m.
throUgh Nov. 4.
SliD Eniert•lnmenl -

Talent Show Contest the
scct>rid Y.·cck of Novetnber, Contact. Jerry ~ .. cl nt 277·
6492, Comedians. musical groups. Winner will be
baok.cd ror a weekend gig Whh pay,
Wumrn's Cenler"""' Job hunting id~as ror a difficult
job tnnrk.ct. Free workshop on. 'resumes .11.nd ap..
plication.~. 1824 Los lomas, N.t!. Monday, New. 3,1

Classified Advertising Rates
16• per word, $~.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

p.m.

•·inr Arts Center -- Lecture oft 1'Titc 1-fistory- of
Jewelry•• by metalwork atlist. Florence Res;iukorr.
Monday, Nov. :l, at 8 !'l.t11. in 1'06111 208 or the Fine
Att'i Center. Admission hi free,
Students for RraRan ,._. Rnlly on Snlilh Plat.a Mall. 12
~ I p.m .• Monday, Nov, 3.
bCfiJreSeriis ":"" ~restnls Dr. Samuel Roll speaking
?tl "1'drturc:d Cliildrcn, '' at noon Oii Tuesday, Nov. 4
In the sun balltMm. Utitlg your Iun~h.
Slide Lcclui'c - 011 the '"Ciirc ahd Preservation or
Southwestcrtl lmlian Crafts, 11 will be herd on
Tuc~day, Nov. 4 at 7;30 p.m. -in the Maxwell Museum
or 1\nthtOp()logy. tJetlina Raphael, t:(jl1~!!f\1Bior nt the
Southwcr,t Consrvatian lab<~ratory, will give the.
lecture, Which is free to the fiUbllc. the Mn:<wcll
Mu<;;cum lli located on University blvd., oi1e block
nmth of c:ltond A\lcnuc.

Enclosed

$-~-Placed

b y - - - - - - Telephone _ _ __

.'~
~

,,

=-~r.at-:e:

t..1t('l\3nr.a

THE l ~\1 CH:\PTER L1f Spurs is now ac-ccpting
applJ,;:ltlC'OS for m¢mbership. (or lhc r~mainder o£ th~:
1980.81 .j.;"hool )~ar. Fllf mft.lflmltioo !;all Gar)·, 1,\84·
4S9-t Qt Pcter, ~4·9~~0.
Jl. 3
DO""'i'T S~lP TI'ESDA )'•S el~lion. \'ot~ for Tom
Rutherf"rd Patd ft;~r by Tom Rutherford for State
Senale.
11.--3
G·\)- lESBlAS \'Ol'T}-L SociaHze, ·get in\oh·cd.
Mcc::mg. W~:dt~es.Ja~. ~"'em her 5,, p.m. 106 Girard
S E-, rJcm ll-4
II ~
S.\' -\. \1E~iBERS~IP PARTY. F~r informa1ion:

phCI!~tarh).

TYPIST,

..:),

CATHY FJElST1,'l ~HAPPY 19th. Sl,rr)' lH~ ~·an't
send )'OU h, Allstralin. (Ypu know where 1hc
J..angaroosartll.C.M-0.
Ill
A SERIES OF lne pcrf1Jm1am-es NoH'Olber 1. Tim
s~hellenbJUI11. 9 p.m. AS.~ Gallen\ rlO~\-IIStnir.s SUB.
111
HELP 1\EEP Tl'ITIO!'\ dL'I'Il!n! Dring in the petition

WHAT harpened

to 131
II -1

Sfll'. ;:\19·"o91

:--;"'embtr ~ . .,_9 r.nl. f~att1rins thl." Generics llnnrl.
-\SA ~1allery • .;!.,,Nnlitoms.Sl'U.
II ~

\h~$.:t\'~sta H.1~4.e,tensioa-4150.

C.:on:~

SERVICES

l,.,i\.lara_~te«! a.::..,·~:n

SORRY JT Tt')Qk. s~' hmp, lhub. l lwpc- you~~*')'
t t'\f, TMR.
II 3
FlFf\' STCOI=STS Nl'!f1WI> mun~dunclv. Oood
pa) and hi.'l.US. Ct\11 RJ m l6:!<:.!:U91
.
II }
PillA CITY SPf<'lt\t. T"~' $Ike~ o,)( chccH· piua
f~'r Qnb $1 wilh r11ro;hnsc ~Jf lnrsc soft \lrink.. I~"
Har ... ar..i S,E.~ : bl~x-1. ~outh ~'r Crmml. Fxpirl!s
II 'i
II '
HAPPY BIRTH!l·\Y JlllW Nnk. R<IISnn i'
pres~nt NC$tdent. T.A. 1-.:.A.R.
II J
BETH LA!"GF0Rt1: CONt1RATl'l Al'IONS nc''
J(!De]tal"\C,)OUffnll111YtH~
11-3
OPENING! GE~ERI<." Ml'l>IA. W"·dnesrln)',

Pl:-TER \1

II~

FOt"\;0 ME~l CARD 0f Alben M
r-.tar!~"'n Ha:i t.:o-tdc-r:t:f} -a..'1d ..;L"n

PERSONALS

Y~!Jrc-.:et\tdmth~mail

C4':t:e

~.:-

Ul \larr.J:'l HL.. t.J
ll 6
FOC~O. T.~,. J..A..C).;ET m J>YJ.rr::al:m Bu,;.;!.~g,
II) !S Ci.11m a! Dl ~tarr_,n Hall
n !FOl ~D BROW~ GLO\ E ~n 1r.;i !:.xo:- .:"f M:~
.;hell Ha!i, r.ear roo:-r. 201 C,;>m: '~ l3t \ta.rr~!1 H!.ll

Daily Lobo

Ronstadt Sings Hits at Tingley
Chri;toph~r

r.

~-Ol'~D. r-.;,,\.~)

.;la1m ~-~ur 'toll: f.:o:.:i

I
4

j:·;
:I

~

'I

~

•

•l

Hours 8:00a.m ... 4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Marron Hall Room 131
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Carving Competition Held

There were 91 entries to the New Mexico Union Food Service Pumpkin Carving Invitational Friday.
The Development Office won grand prize. A prize of a one·pound candy bar was given for scariest
pumpkin (right), and the most humorous pumpkin (left) brought an award of two pounds of peanut
brittle. (Photo by Robert Sanchez)

Kim Pickle
Three winners were awarded
ut the First Annual New
Mexico Union Food Service
Pumpkin Carving Invitational held
Friday morning.
Ninety-one pumpkins were
entered in the contest and were on
di~play in the Student Union
Building for students to view.
Creativity and originality were
what the judges were looking for in
the entries.
The grand prize was awarded to
the Development Office for having
the best overall pumpkin.
The pumpkin was designed to
symbolize the purposes of the
Development Office. The pumpkin's eyes were dollar signs
representing the funds the office
raises for scholarships and other
benefits going towards the
university students. The UNM
symbol was used as the pumpkin's
nose was to represent the university
itself and the word DEVELOPMENT carved as the pumpkin;s
mouth represented the office and
the pride its workers have in it.
l\1eia Marquez received the first
place prize of a one-pound
chocolate bar for carving the
scariest pumpkin.
Pablo Martinez was the second
place winner for carving the most
humorous pumpkin and was
awarded two pounds of peanut
brittle.
prirc~

Grad School Reps
To Visit Campus
College representatives from
seven graduate schools in the U.S.
will be at UNM this month to speak
with interested students.
Graduate schools represented
will be:
Nov. 3 - American Graduate
School
of
International
Management, Glendale, Ariz.
Nov. 7 - Paralegal Training
Center, Denver, Colo.
Nov. 11 - California College of
Podiatric Medicine, San Francisco,
Calif.
Nov. 18 - The University of
Southern California Graduate
Business School; Los Angeles,
Calif.
Nov. 20 ~ The University of
Texas, LB. Johnson School of
Public Affairs, Austin, Texas,
Stanford Law School, Stanford,
Calif. and the University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
For more information, contact
career services at 277-2531.

Re-Elect

Felix Nunez
Democrat for House District 11

Experienced Member of the House of Representatives

Endorsements

Accomplishments

N M Daily Lobo Endorses Rep. Nunez:

Tuition:

Felix Nunez has done so much for education that
he has won the endorsements of several professional
educational associations. He worked closely with
student governments to freeze tuition. Though un·
successful, he was able to reduce the increase from
that recommended by the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF). He also sponsored a bill which would
have given students a voting member of the BEF.
House District 11 is one of the most difficult distric·
ts in the state to represent fairly because of its diver·
sity. Felix Nunez has been able to serve all his con·
sfituents well, from Martineztown to the university dor·
ms. Our endorsement of Nunez is accompanied by
extra encouragement to our readers to actively sup·
port him in his bid for re-election.

In 1979 and 1980, Rep. Nunez worked to decrease
your tuition. His efforts have been recognized by
ASUNM and the New Mexico Daily Lobo.

ASUNM Lobby Committee Chairmen
recognize Rep. Nunez's support:
As the present and immediate past Lobby Committee Chairmen in charge of opposing a tuition in·
crease, we can say without hesitation that Represen·
·1ative Nunez is our strongest supporter in opposing
tuition increases.

Student Voting Member:
In 1979 Rep. Nunez sponsored a bill to give
students a voting member on the Board of
Educational Finance which determines your tuition
and fees. It passed the House.

Parking:
In 1979 Rep. Nunez sponsored a bill to build a
parking structure for UNM. His efforts were rewarded
when the Legislature funded a study of U NM's parking
situation to be considered this session.

Child Care:
In 1980 Rep. Nunez pushed HB 77, a bill to im·
prove our child day care services. It passed the House.
He also sponsored children and youth oriented ap•
propriations.

Billboard shows student recognition:

Campaign Finances:

"The Associated students would like to thank the
following legislators for their support and concern in
meeting student needs:
Representative Felix Nunez

Rep. Nunez has spent $1608 in the race for District
11. Hester Eastham, his Republican opponent, has
spent $9192. She received almost 40% of her con·
tributions from out of state sources.

Paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Felix Nunez, Leonard Garcia chairman

